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ZERO Basic ＆ ZERO Smart
ーProtect you from electromagnetic stressー

Electromagnetic waves are overflowing
We live with many electric products including smartphones,
Do you know that "electromagnetic waves" exist in the same way?
Since "electromagnetic waves" are invisible,
there are many people who do not mind There is a risk
of adversely affecting the human body.

―MechanismofZeromagneticfield
generatingsubstrateー

You can only put seals on smartphones!
The ZERO series demonstrates its effect simply by sticking it on a
smartphone, tablet, portable game machine and so on!

Electromagnetic wave
receiving antenna

What's Zerojiba? 「HEALING ZERO FIELD®」
ZERO FIT incorporates a zero magnetic field generation circuit, which
absorbs and utilizes radio waves and electromagnetic waves in the living
environment to create an energy field very close to the power spot. That is
"zero magnetic field". "Zero magnetic field" gives various good effects to
the human body.

Antiphase coil
Absorb radio waves and electromagnetic
waves from the antenna and create zero
magnetic field by flowing current in the coil.

ZERO protect you from electromagnetic stress!
ZERO have 3 kinds of effect!
1. Stress relieving effect 2. Relaxing effect 3. Enhancement of antioxidant
power For each item we tested for 60 minutes each, the following
results are available even in a short time.

◇ The degree of stress is reduced by 13% than usual
◇ Brain alpha wave doubled than normal
◇ 11% increase in antioxidant capacity
※For details, please visit our website.

ZEROBasic

―Justpasteonsmartphonesandgamingmonitors―

Thick potting process
Luxury finish

Color line ups

Package

Size：25Φ×1㎜
Package size：H180×W100×D2㎜
Color：6 colors
Materials：FR-4 Double-sided Printed Wiring Board (Overall
Plating Process) Surface acrylic resin finish, polycarbonate,
slightly adhesive double-sided tape
Part number：ZM－41～ZM－46
Price：1,200 yen (tax-excluded)

ZEROSmart

—ThethinnestdesignwithintheZEROseries!―

The substrate circuit is kept
intact Latest thin design

Good for smartphones

Package

Size：25Φ×1㎜
Package size：H180×W100×D2㎜
Color：Gold or Silver
Materials：FR-4 Double-sided Printed Wiring Board (Overall
Plating Process) Surface acrylic resin finish, polycarbonate,
slightly adhesive double-sided tape
Part number：ZM-25(Go) ZM-26(Sv)
Price：1,200 yen (tax-excluded)

